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Mueller Breslau Method:
Reaction, Shear, Moment
Area Force: 1kips/ft2
Grid Dimensions:
A to B is 10ft
B to C is 16ft
C to D is 4 ft
1 to 2 is 6ft
2 to 3 is 4ft
3 to 4 is 6ft 
Reaction at RB1
General Info
Shear at VSub Moment at MSub
Diagram of Breaking Beam at MSub
From Sap2000:
VSub = 25k
From Sap2000:
MSub = 449.92k-ft
Diagram of Breaking Beam at VSub
Mueller Breslau Summary
First Exercise Reaction Deflection
First Exercise Moment Diagram First Exercise Shear Diagram
The Mueller Breslau method is an interesting method to find 
a member’s internal forces. The best thing about this 
method is how the calculations solely rely on geometry. As 
long as one knows how to break and displace the members 
corresponding to desired internal force, one can solve for 
any reaction, axial, shear, or moment force. This method can 
also be applied to any type of member, framing layout, and 
loading configuration. The next page shows an example of 
how to use the Mueller Breslau method in a framing plan 
that has varying area loads.
Mueller Breslau Method: 
Different Area Loads
Two Area Load
Load Information:
Area Load 1: 100lb/ft2
Area Load 1: 50lb/ft2
Grid Dimensions:
A to B is 10ft 1 to 2 is 10ft
B to C is 5ft 2 to 3 is 5ft
C to D is 5 ft 3 to 4 is 10ft
4 to 5 is 5ft 
General Info
One Area Load
From Sap2000: RC3 = 7340lbs
From Sap2000: RC3 = 6170lbs
This exercise explores how to form a truss’s shape due
to load demands. First, load is applied to a beam to
find the moment diagram. Knowing the moment
diagram will help us determine the shape needed.
Next, a rectangular Vierendeel truss is modeled to see
the axial forces in the members. To determine the
depth of the truss, axial force in all the horizontal
members is assumed. Dividing the max bending
moment by the assumed axial force will give a length
that can be used as the truss’s depth.
Since there is more bending in the center of the truss,
the center needs a deeper depth than the ends. A
catenary truss is developed. In a catenary truss, all
the horizontal members have the same axial load,
which means this shape is efficient.
Truss Exploration Simple Span Beam
Catenary Truss
Rectangular Truss
Axial Diagram
Axial Diagram
Moment Diagram
ℎ = #𝑀%&' 𝐹&))*%+,
Simple Beam with Cantilevers
Second Iteration
First Iteration
Axial Diagram
Axial Diagram
Moment Diagram
This exercise explores a truss again but with two
overhangs. For aesthetic reasons, I kept the
shape to one side of the beam rather than
intersecting the beam at zero moment. I learned
that the truss’s shape does not have to exactly
follow the moment diagram. The depth just
needs to be deeper at higher axial and moment
demands. Thus, the truss is thickened at the
supports since that is where the forces are the
highest.
Each iteration builds from the previous iteration,
using the previous iteration’s force diagram as a
form finding guide. Through various trials and
errors, one arrives at a structure one is pleased
with.
Three-
Hinge Arch 
Exploration
0.
3G 300lbs
300lbs
0.
3G
A similar study used in the Truss
Exploration can be applied to a
three-hinged arch. A special
feature is using SAP’s Envelope
Load Combination tool. This tool
has SAP compare the applied loads
from various load cases and
determine the maximum and
minimum internal forces. The
envelope diagram can be a used as
a basic outline the arch needs to
resist the applied load. The
envelope tool can also be used for
both symmetric and asymmetric
loading.
NOTE: The horizontal gravity loads are use to mimic lateral loads.
How to use SAP’s Envelope Load Combination: 
1. Go to Define → Load Combination → Add New
Load Combination
2. Title the new Load Combination
3. Select “Envelope” for Load Combination Type
4. Add the various Load Cases to compare
5. Light green indicates minimum internal force
while dark green indicates maximum
Form Finding: Exploring 
Castiglione’s Elementary 
School This exercise applies the iterative process used in theTruss Exploration and the Envelope Load Combination
used in the Three-Hinged Arch Exploration on a
structure that is already designed and built. With
these two tools, I explore what other forms
Castiglione’s elementary school’s frame could take.
Basic Info:
• Located in Busto Arsizio, Italy
• Finished in 1958
• Made of glass, steel, and exposed concrete
First 
Iteration
Second 
Iteration
Third 
Iteration
Undeflected Shape Envelope Moment Diagram
0.
3G 0.
3G
Form Finding Iterations
Description
Basic steel frame with applied
point loads from above
honeycomb structure and
horizontal gravity loads.
Tapered concrete beams members
are used to mimic the first
iteration’s moment diagram. Since
there is no moment at the center
of the horizontal beam, the center
is a non-moment carrying joint.
Experimented with a concrete
truss shape. The lack of bending
indicates the structure is efficient.
How to Build a Tapered Concrete Member in SAP: 
1. Define the start and end sections of the
member at: Define → Section Property →
Frame Section → Add New Properties
2. Create another section property. Select
“Other” for Frame Section Property Type and
choose “Nonprismatic”
3. Title the tapered section
4. Select your previously create sections for the
star and end section
Summary/ Further Study:
After various iterations, using a concrete truss is the most
efficient shape as its moment diagram shows minimal internal
moment. Since it is a truss, it would be appropriate to next
look at the axial diagram since truss members primarily carry
axial load.
Another area of study for Castiglione’s elementary school
could be how this structure works laterally in the out-of-plane
direction. The frame was studied in a 2-D. How it performs in
3-D should be seen.
Jorba 
Laboratories (The 
Pagoda) The purpose of this exercise is to explore the load flow andbehavior of a structure that is not a typical rectangle or
cylinder. Once these are understood, one can start redesigning
the structure to one’s own liking.
Basic Info:
• Designed by Miguel Fisac
• Completed in 1967, Demolished in 1999
• Was located in Madrid, Spain
• Mainly made of prestressed concrete
• Used as an office building and laboratory for Jorba, a 
pharmaceutical company
Main Structural Features:
• Steel central core and columns
• Square floors that rotated at every floor
• Concrete hyperbolic shells connected the floors
• Three-story base
Load Flow
DIAPHRAGM
GRAVITY
LATERAL
Theory of How Jorba Works
Locally nicknamed “The Pagoda,” I compare Jorba to a Japanese Pagoda
Japanese Pagoda
• Use of wood helps keep 
structure flexible 
• Each floor can displace 
independently of each other 
• Central Pillar (Shin-bashira)
• Does not depend on foundation 
to resist lateral loads
Jorba Laboratories
• Three stories underground works 
as an isolated foundation
• Each floor around the core can 
displace almost independently
• Central steel core
• Works as a flexible column on top 
a  ridged foundation
How to Model Jorba in SAP:
1. Model 5 stories of central core and 3 stories of
underground floors with an area larger than
the central core.
2. Apply horizontal gravity loads in desired
direction to all members.
3. Assign all external joints of underground floors
as “Fixed” boundaries.
1. Look at displacement for deflection.
2. Look at Modal Participation Factor table to see
governing period/ mode. You can find this
table through: Displace → Show Tables →
Check box “ANALYSIS RESULTS” → Select
“Modal Participation Factors”
Conclusion/Further 
Study
When comparing the Jorba Laboratories to a
Japanese pagoda, their similarities are how
both are multilevel structures and both use a
central core. The difference lies in the
foundation. Jorba’s three underground
stories can work as a rigid isolated
foundation while a Japanese pagoda does
not distinctly rely on its foundation for lateral
stability.
Another main feature of the Jorba
Laboratories are its cantilevering corners.
Studying these corners and altering its shape
to transfer load more efficiently would be an
interesting next step to further study the
Jorba Laboratories.
Tension Exploration: 
Institute for Lightweight 
Structures
This exploration is a culmination of all the previous exercises. The
first step is understanding how the building works through studying
its load flow. The next step is testing different methods to find
which method improves the building. In this case, improving the
building means increasing the building’s stiffness.
Basic Info:
• Designed by Frei Otto
• Located in Vaihingen, Germany
• Completed in 1967
Main Materials:
• Tubular Steel Mass
• Cables
• Mesh Netting
• Timber Cladding
Load Flow Diagram
COMPRESSION
PRIMARY TENSION
SECONDARY TENSION
Load Flow Diagram
COMPRESSION
PRIMARY TENSION
SECONDARY TENSION
Study Model 1: Finding the Shape 
The study begins by creating study models to familiarize
oneself with cables and SAP’s cable modeling features.
Both models have a 30’x30’ base and 60’ height. The
non-horizontal cables have a max vertical sag of 15’.
After breaking the non-horizontal cables into equal
lengths, the joints could be replicated into the framed
model so the fame model can have a similar shape.
Cable Model
Frame Model
Study Model 1: Added Distributed Load
Apply 20plf to horizontal frames in cable and frame model
Resulting tension forces in cables and compression force 
in central mast indicate model is working properly
Study Model 1: Decrease Temperature
Axial Load
1⁰F Decrease 10⁰F Decrease
Center Mast, 
Compression
1337.1lbs 1371lbs
Cable, 
Tension
112.2lbs 1122lbs
Cable Model Cable Model Axial Force Diagram
Decreasing the temperature on the horizontal
frame members is another experiment to see
how the applied force affects the cable
members. The resulting compression in the
center mast and tension in the cables are
appropriate and further indicate the model is
working properly.
Study Model 2: All Cables and Adding Pre-tension
This iteration replaces the horizontal frames with cables to make a 
more realistic model and studies the forces in the cables more 
accurately.
All non-horizontal members have the same Cable Type, “Cable-
Tension At I-End” and have an applied 60k pretension so they 
mimic one cable. It is important to draw the cables in the same 
direction. If not,  the cables will not have the I-end at the same 
end; the pretension will be in different directions; and the cables 
will not act like one cable.
Study Model 2-4: Different Pre-tension Configurations
60k
Model x-Displacement
60k
60k
60k
60k
20k
30k
40k
50k
60k
60k
50k
40k
30k
20k
1.672”
10,000lbs
1.746”
1.562”
Forces
The iterative process is
used to observe how
changing the horizontal
cables’ pretension would
affect the structure’s
stiffness.
Study Model 2-7: Different Pre-tension Configurations
60k
Model x-Displacement
50k
40k
50k
60k
40k
50k
60k
50k
40k
60k
50k
40k
50k
20k
1.738”
1.590”
1.505”
Forces
Turns out the internal
forces barely differ
between each iteration
and the displacements
changes by 0.2” at most.
This means it is not worth
changing each individual
horizontal member’s
pretension, which is also
a very tedious process.
Study Model 8: Pre-Tension & Self-Weight
This model represents the Institute for 
Lightweight Structures with realistic shapes 
and dimensions. Some important features are:
• Central oculus on one side of the structure
• 60k pre-tension for all cables
• Self-weight is added 
• Height and Diameter of 60’
Study Model 8: Increasing Temperature
10k
10k
No 10⁰F Increase 
128k Compression in Column 
With 10⁰F Increase 
126k Compression in Column
No 10⁰F Increase 1.841” 
x-Displacement
With 10⁰F Increase 
1.101” x-Displacement
The goal is to increase
the tension in all the
cables so the structure’s
stiffness increases.
Lengthening the mast
height by increasing the
mast’s temperature is
one way to increase all
the cables’ tension.
Study Model 8: Adding Mast Displacement
1’
With Column Uplift
0.434” x-Displacement
10k
10k
Scale Factor Lifting up Model w/ 
Fishing Pole No Column Uplift 
128k Compression in Column 
With Column Uplift
19456k Compression in Column
No Column Uplift 
1.841” x-Displacement
Another way to increase mast height is to apply a
vertical displacement.
Study Model 8: Modal Analysis
Modes
No Changes
T (s)
Period After 10⁰F 
Increase
T(s)
Period After 
Column Loft
T(s)
1 0.165 0.332 0.0927
2 0.164 0.322 0.0877
3 0.156 0.302 0.0875
No Changes, Mode 1 After Lifting Column, Mode 1After Increasing Temp, Mode 1
Performing a modal analysis is another way to
check the structure’s stiffness. How the period
decreases after applying a temperature
increase or column loft does indicate the
stiffness was increased.
How to do Modal Analysis:
Pro Tip:
Load Case Type for any cable analysis should be “Nonlinear Static”
1. Go to Define → Load Case → Add New Load
Case
2. Title the new load case
3. Select “Modal” for Load Case Type
4. Select “Stiffness at End of Nonlinear Case” under
Stiffness Uses
5. Select which case to perform Modal Analysis
after
Conclusion
Changing the horizontal cables is a tedious and inefficient
process that barely helps improve the stiffness of the
structure. Increasing the mast’s temperature or lofting the
mast are more efficient and viable solutions. Proof is
through how displacement by a lateral load is decreased
and how the structure’s period decreases after the
changes are applied.
